Unique sequence requirements for the P1 plasmid replication origin.
We have carried out a detailed genetic analysis of the P1 plasmid replication origin and shown that it has four major structural requirements: the DnaA box, a series of five 7-base pair (bp) repeats, a GC-rich spacer and five 19-bp repeats that bind the P1 RepA protein. The origin requires the DnaA protein and its recognition sequence (the DnaA box). However, although five boxes are present in two separate blocks in the wild type, just one, placed either to the left or right of the core origin sequences, is sufficient for function as long as the box conforms exactly to the proposed consensus. Each of the five 7-bp repeats that constitute the core of the origin is required; mutations within any of the first six base pairs can block origin function. The required bases include, but are not limited to, those constituting dam methylation sites. Also essential is a 39-bp GC-rich sequence. We show this to be a spacer of critical length that separates the 7-bp repeats from the last required region; a series of 19-bp repeats that bind the P1 RepA initiator protein.